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AAIM Research Pathway Summit Generates Best Practices across Programs

More than 50 leaders and recent pathway graduates attended the AAIM Residency Research Pathway Directors Summit March 21-22 in Baltimore, MD. With a goal of identifying and sharing curriculum, programmatic outcomes, and operational practices that best promote the future success of AAIM Research Pathway graduates, they worked in small groups to discuss success factors, recruitment, infrastructure, mentoring, funding, and continuous improvement. Recommendations from the summit will be compiled and published in upcoming months.

Learn more>
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Congratulations to the Recipients of the 2017 Alliance Awards Program!

At Academic Internal Medicine Week 2017, the Alliance honored 15 individuals giving us their best every day, every year. The 2018 call for nominations will be out next week. Who will you nominate for the honor? Learn more>
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FWW Opens Call for Research Awards in Women’s Health

The Foundation for Women’s Wellness Research Awards target early funding for small, short-term studies with promise for improving medical knowledge in cardiovascular disease, leading female cancers, the role of hormones in disease and stage-of-life health issues such as pregnancy and menopause and diseases disproportionately affecting women. Applications are due June 28, 2017. Each $25,000 award is non-recurring.

Learn more>
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Meet Brandi McHenry, C-TAGME, Director of UME and GME in the Department of Internal Medicine at Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center School of Medicine. Read AAIM Member Spotlight.
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About AAIM Connection:

The AAIM Connection eNewsletter is sent each Thursday, reaching over 10,000 subscribers.

The eNewsletter banner placements allow for your company message to be displayed prominently within the publication.

Pricing:

A. Body Banner
468x60px | 2 Available
$2,000/Quarter
$6,800/Year

B. Box Banner
147x147px | 2 Available
$2,500/Quarter
$8,500/Year

All positions are available on a first-come, first-served basis.

Need Help With Ad Design?
Our graphic services are included